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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

  
 
 

AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES 
USING SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES AND NEURAL NETWORKS 

   

  This thesis focuses on simulating, detecting, localizing and classifying the power 
quality disturbances using advanced signal processing techniques and neural networks. 
Primarily discrete wavelet and Fourier transforms are used for feature extraction, and 
classification is achieved by using neural network algorithms. The proposed feature 
vector consists  of a combination of features computed using multi resolution analysis 
and discrete Fourier transform. The proposed feature vectors exploit the benefits of 
having both time and frequency domain information simultaneously. Two different 
classification algorithms based on  Feed forward neural network and adaptive resonance 
theory neural networks are proposed for classification. This thesis demonstrates that the 
proposed methodology achieves a good computational and error classification efficiency 
rate. 

            KEY WORDS: Power Quality Classification, Frequency and Wavelet Domain, Multi-
     Resolution Analysis, Feed Forward Neural Networks, Adaptive-   
                Resonance Theory Neural Networks.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 Any disturbance in the voltage, current or frequency of the power signal that can 

adversely affect the customer’s equipment can be termed as a power quality problem. The 

deregulation of the power industry and the proliferation of sensitive semiconductor 

equipment into almost all kinds of industrial machinery and consumer electronics 

generated the demand for power quality and techniques for the reduction in power quality 

problems.  [1] refers to power quality as the combination of voltage quality and current 

quality, where voltage quality is concerned with deviations of the actual voltage from the 

ideal value and current quality is the equivalent definition for current. However, most 

often a disturbance in voltage also causes a disturbance in the current and hence the term 

Power quality is used when referring to both voltage quality or current quality. These 

disturbances even though last only a fraction of a second can cause huge losses and hours 

of manufacturing downtime in case of industrial applications. The figures given below 

taken from [2] and [3] show the monetary loss caused due to power quality disturbances 

for a given year in the United States. Hence studies related to classification of power 

quality disturbances and the corresponding equipment sensitivity studies and equipment 

modeling are in demand.   

A unified frame work  for integrating the data processing and analysis and 

modeling and simulation of the system and equipment was proposed in [4]. These studies 

can help us to understand about the power quality disturbances and take corresponding 

actions to avoid the economic losses caused because of it.  In this process, an efficient 

and yet simple classification algorithm which can accurately classify the disturbances is 
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its feature work will focus on implementing such framework using the proposed feature 

extraction and classification algorithms.  

The feature extraction block contains the algorithms to convert the signal from a 

large R space to a limited value F space. Discrete wavelet transforms and Fourier 

transforms are using to extract those features. The classification block generally consists 

of  AI tools to classify the feature vector into its corresponding disturbances.  Decision 

making will then depend on the output of the classifier. Various methods like voting 

schemes, Dempster-Shafter theory of evidence, rule based approaches are sometimes 

used for decision making.  

 
Figure 1.2 : Generalized Block diagram of a disturbance classification algorithm 
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1.2 MOTIVATION 
 

 Advanced signal processing techniques like wavelet transforms and artificial 

intelligence tools like neural networks, expert systems were continuously being used to 

achieve significant success in the areas of finger print recognition, finger print database 

compression, speech recognition etc. So power quality problems which are similar to any 

of those above areas in terms of design can also take advantage of these techniques and 

researchers have started looking at this problem from the above perspective.  

This thesis drew its initial motivation from [4] which proposes a classification 

methodology  by using fuzzy logic. However, neural networks when trained in a 

significantly very large amount will be able to produce very similar accurate results. 

Moreover, the use of fuzzy expert system always needs a person who has expert 

knowledge in power systems where as feature extraction and classification using neural 

networks can be done by anyone with signal processing knowledge.  So this entire work 

focus on a classification algorithm from a non-power systems perspective.  

Given the huge size of power quality data and the enormous loss a nano-second of 

a power quality disturbance can cause, a very efficient and yet simple power quality 

classification algorithm is the need of the day. Moreover, the current state of VLSI 

enables us to fabricate the algorithm onto a Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). [7] 

and [8] proposed hardware implementations for their classification algorithm. This thesis 

also focus in its future work, in the direction towards implementing a VHDL based 

FPGA realization for the proposed classification algorithms.  
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1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
 

The second chapter deals with the various power quality disturbances that are 

considered in this thesis work and then briefly reviews the state of art and literature in 

power quality classification. Various feature extraction techniques and classification 

techniques using fuzzy logic, Neuro-fuzzy techniques, expert systems, hidden markov 

models etc are stated. 

The third chapter deals with explaining about how Discrete Wavelet and Fourier 

transforms can be used to identify the detecting and then localizing the disturbance 

present in the waveform. Various disturbance scenarios and the corresponding discrete 

wavelet transform coefficients at various levels using Multi Resolution Analysis are 

shown and then the algorithm used to detect and localize the disturbances is explained. 

The fourth chapter presents the proposed feature extraction and classification 

algorithm. Feature extraction comprises of wavelet multi resolution analysis(MRA) and 

parameters extracted from discrete Fourier transform. Then a 4 layer and 5 layer feed 

forward neural network is presented and the classification of disturbances by first training 

the neural network with the feature vector and then testing the network on different data 

sets are presented. 

The fifth chapter  deals with a new algorithm for feature extraction. This method 

is based on extracting more features from the resolution levels which contain 

significantly more information than from those that contain less information. A method to 

do this, which was initially proposed by [43] was explained and then a classification 

algorithm which uses Adaptive Resonance theory neural network is proposed.  
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The sixth chapter  explains the experimental results. This chapter details about the 

application development using MATLAB 7.01 and summarizes about the results obtained 

for various unique datasets. Details regarding feature extraction and training of neural 

networks are presented. 

The seventh chapter is basically a summary of the entire work and also deals with 

inferences regarding the results obtained and it also provides insight into the feature work 

and improvements that can be done to this work.  
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CHAPTER TWO :  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
This section is a discussion about the state of art literature in areas related to 

power quality disturbance classification. The first few paragraphs deal with history 

related to power quality and the various standards present in literature regarding it, 

followed by literature about various tools for feature classification starting with papers 

which introduce the Wavelet transforms, multi resolution analysis and related 

approaches. Then literature on various kinds classification techniques which use the state 

of art Artificial Intelligence tools is provided, concluded with literature which deals with 

the hardware implementation of the power quality classification algorithms. 

 

2.1 POWER QUALITY STUDIES 
 

There are many references [10] – [13]  which dealt with the various guidelines 

regarding monitoring power quality disturbances. [12] Provides the basic introduction to 

all the various power quality disturbances possible in power distribution scenario. [10] 

provides a survey of various distribution sites and concluded various interesting 

observations about the various disturbance occurrence statistics  which includes statistics 

that the majority of the voltage sags have a magnitude of around 80% and a duration of 

around 4 to 10 cycles and that the total harmonic distortion on harmonic disturbances is 

around 1.5 times the normal value. These surveys provide basic introductory information 

about the occurrence and cause of the disturbances.  
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2.2 DETECTION METHODS 
 

 Wavelet transform is a recent signal processing tool which is widely being used for 

disturbance detection in PQ. Wavelets can provide accurate frequency resolution and 

poor time localization at low frequencies and the vice versa at high frequencies. The 

property that the wavelets integrate to zero shows the ability of the standard deviation of 

different resolution levels to represent the distribution of the distorted signals. This 

capacity is used to classify and quantify the short duration variations within the power 

signals. Papers [14] – [17] presents the properties of wavelet transforms and their use to 

scenarios similar to power quality disturbance classification.  

Poisson, P. Rioual and M.Meunier [18] discussed the possibility of using 

Continuous Wavelet transform, Multi-resolution analysis and Quadratic Transform for 

detection of the disturbances. They concluded from their analysis that multi-resolution 

analysis and quadratic transforms are adequate and reliable tools for the detection of 

sharp changes in the signals and frequency transients. The continuous wavelet along with 

all the above features can directly compute the magnitude of the 50 Hz signal. We can 

observe that none of these methods uniquely or jointly are able to detect all kinds of 

disturbances. However their paper could successfully analyze the strengths of each of 

these above techniques. 

Olivier Poisson, Pascal Rioual, and M.Meunier [19] proposed a method of using 

continuous wavelet transforms to detect and analyze voltage sags and transients. The 

characteristics of the analyzed signals are measured on a time-frequency plane and are 

compared with the standard benchmark values. Any inconstancy will imply that there is a 

disturbance in the signal. This algorithm enabled accurate time localization, magnitude 
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measurement of voltage sags and transient identification. Many more artificial 

intelligence based automated detection techniques followed this paper.  

Another interesting transform called S-transform which is an extension of wavelet 

transform is proposed by P. K. Dash, B. K. Panigrahi, and G. Panda [20]. The S-

transform had many promisingly impressive time-frequency resolution characteristics. 

The S-transform is obtained by multiplying the CWT with a phase factor as  

,   ,                                                                                (1) 
                                                                                                                               
where    ,  ,                                                                       (2) 

 
,  being the mother wavelet. The more defining properties of the S-transform are 

due to the fact that the modulating sinusoids are fixed with respect to the time axis while 

the localizing scalable Gaussian window dilates and translates. There are many other 

papers [21-25] which dealt with applying wavelet transforms for power quality analysis. 

Potential investigation in this area deals with searching for a better feature extraction tool. 

Approaches like combining FT with various WT functions and similar methods 

depending on the type of disturbances [4], can be investigated. 
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2.3 CLASSIFICATION METHODS 
 

Classification of disturbance signals requires the use of pattern recognition 

techniques. Pattern recognition is a process of perceiving a pattern of a given object 

based on the knowledge already possessed [26]. So automated pattern recognition uses 

various artificial intelligence techniques like fuzzy logic (FL), artificial neural networks 

(ANN) and adaptive fuzzy logic (AFL) for the classification of disturbance signals. 

Recently techniques based on probabilistic models like Hidden Markov models, Dynamic 

time wrapping, Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence are also proposed. A survey of 

various AI tools relevant to power quality research can be found at [27]. 

Artificial neural networks are the oldest among the pattern recognition tools [28]. 

They are defined as software algorithms that can be trained to learn the relationships that 

exist between input and output data. The disadvantage of using artificial neural networks 

is that they require a lot of time to train them, before they are fully functional. The 

advantage of using neural networks is that they do not make any assumptions regarding 

the underlying distribution. They recognize the patterns by experience acquired during 

the training session. The network adjusts its internal parameters by prescribed rules 

during the training session.  

Fuzzy logic is the next approach in pattern recognition [29]. It was developed 

from the fact that human brain doesn’t make decisions based on sharp decision 

boundaries. Fuzzy logic uses exactly the same concept. Unlike the classical digital logic 

which uses either a 0 or 1, fuzzy logic uses a decision boundary which smoothly 

transitions between stages. The membership function sets this smooth transition between 

the decision boundaries. Classification of signals is made by using a fixed set of fuzzy 
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rules which consists of fuzzification, inference, composition and defuzzification. 

Approaches which combine both neural networks and fuzzy logic are recently being 

published [30 – 34]. 

Liao Y and Lee J.B [4], [35] presented a novel approach of using a fuzzy-expert 

system for automated detection and classification of power quality disturbances. Fuzzy 

logic is used for the classification of disturbance signals. A combination of Fourier and 

wavelet based techniques is used to the detection of signals. They compared the 

classification results with those of using ANN and proved that fuzzy logic is an efficient 

tool for the classification of power signal disturbances in terms of computational 

efficiency and accuracy. 

P. K. Dash, S.Mishra, M.M.A.Salama, and A.C.Liew [36] proposed the use of a 

Fourier linear combiner and a fuzzy expert system for the classification of signals. A 

Fourier linear combiner estimates the normalized peak amplitude of the voltage signal 

and its rate of change. These values are given as input to the fuzzy expert system which 

classifies the disturbances based on the rules formulated. Even thought this system seems 

to be computationally simple compared with using wavelet transforms and ANN or FL, 

the authors have not provided the computational error efficiency or other comparison 

strategies which could prove its efficiency over the existing methods. 

M. Gaouda, S. H. Kanoun, M. M. A. Salama, and A. Y. Chikhani [23] proposed 

the use of computationally simple pattern recognition techniques. They used the wavelet 

multi-resolution transform for feature extraction and proposed a minimum Euclidean 

distance classifier, K-nearest neighbor classifier and neural network classifier for pattern 

recognition. But in scenarios where building a rule based classifier is tedious, statistical 
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models like Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW), Hidden Markov models or Dempster-

Shafer theory of evidence are more efficient. The DTW is a template matching algorithm 

derived from dynamic programming [37]. Conceptually, template matching is based on 

the comparison of the test signal against all of the stored templates in the dictionary. A 

measure of similarity is calculated and then used to achieve a recognition decision. But 

DTW requires a huge computation time. HMM is conceptually defined as a doubly 

stochastic process, comprised of an underlying stochastic process that is not directly 

observable, but can only be visualized through another set of stochastic processes that 

produce a sequence of observations [38]. Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence is a similar 

theory of probable reasoning and combining evidence. It pools several pieces of evidence 

bearing on a hypothesis under consideration to assess the truth of the hypothesis. This 

theory provides a partial belief of the accepted hypothesis. The literature which deals 

with these approach can be found in [39], [40]. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES AND THE 

DETECTION ALGORITHM 

 
This chapter introduces the various power quality disturbances that are being 

considered in this chapter. Their characteristics were detailed and then the signal 

processing tools used for extracting the features from these waveforms are introduced. 

This follows the proposed algorithm which used wavelet multi resolution analysis to 

detect and hence localize the disturbances.  

 

3.1 VARIOUS POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES 
 

The duration and the frequency of the interruption influence the loss due to the 

interruptions. The losses due to interruptions can be categories as direct losses – loss in 

production environments, damages to equipment etc, indirect losses – delay in the 

delivery of the product etc and non-economic inconveniences. Chapter 1 already 

explained about the economic aspects of power quality disturbances. The first step 

towards classification of power quality disturbances is to know about the characteristics 

of various disturbances. In a general sense power quality disturbances can be broadly 

classified as transients, long duration voltage variations, short-duration, voltage 

variations, voltage unbalances, voltage fluctuations, power frequency variations,  voltage 

variations.  However, its tedious to consider all variants of these disturbances and hence 

the disturbances which occur the most are considered in this thesis. Based on it, Power 

quality disturbances can be classified as below [12]. 
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Table 3.1 Spectral content, duration and magnitude of the various power quality 

disturbances[12] 

Categories Typical spectral 
content 

Typical duration Typical 
magnitude 

Transients 0.5 – 5 MHz 5 µsec 0 – 4 pu 

Sag Supply frequency ½ cycles - 1 min 0.1 – 0.9 pu 

Swell Supply frequency ½ cycles - 1 min 1.1 – 1.9 pu 

Outage none ½ cycles – 1 min < 0.1 pu 

Harmonics Nth multiple of 
the supply 
frequency 

Steady state 0 – 20 % of 
supply voltage 

Notch >  5 MHz Steady State 60 – 80 % of  
supply voltage 

Impulse >  5 MHz 1 cycle to steady 
state 

Sharp increase in 
the supply 
voltage. 

Flicker Within the range 
of supply 
frequency 

1 cycle to steady 
state 

50 % – 150 % of 
supply voltage. 

 

Table 3.1 summarizes the data from [12] presented in the above paragraphs. It presents 

the frequency duration and the magnitude of each of the power quality disturbance signal 

that is considered in this thesis. 
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3.2 DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
 

Wavelets provide efficient and fast algorithms to represent a signal split in its 

distinct frequency bands using multi resolution analysis. In core signal processing 

applications like audio and video compression etc, the properties like orthogonality, 

symmetry help in reconstruction of the signal with minimal error. Chapter 2, already 

dealt with the various application of wavelets in different branches of signal processing. 

This chapter provides with fundamentals of wavelets followed by multi resolution 

analysis and the detection algorithm for power quality disturbance detection. 

            A time representation of a signal  can be represented as in (4)  and its 

frequency representation or the Fourier domain representation will be as in (5). We can 

observe that (4) gives information of maximum time resolution and no frequency 

information conversely  (5) provides the frequency information and no time localization 

is available as proposed in [14].  

  
                                                          (4)                         

          
              

                                                                                                           5           
                                    
 
Where the range is from minus infinity to plus infinity, so whenever the component with 

frequency w appears in time, it will affect the result of the integration equally as well. 

The lack of time information in Fourier transform gives rise to a Windowed Fourier 

Transform. In this case, the signal is divided into small segments, where these segments 

can be assumed to be stationary. But to make the signal stationary we might need to 

narrow the window and this results in a poorer frequency resolution.  
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Wavelets can be defined as a class of functions used to localize a given signal in 

both time and frequency domains. This set of wavelets would be constructed from a 

mother wavelet, which dilated or expanded to change the size of the window. This 

implies that a dilated wavelet gives more of the time information and an expanded 

version of it looks into the frequency information. Thus wavelets adapt to both high 

frequency and low frequency components automatically by using various window sizes.  

 Wavelets as defined above, are generated from a mother wavelet Ψ, using 

dilations and expansions as proposed in [15]. 

, | |                                                                                                      (6) 
                           
where Ψ must satisfy   0                                                                              (7) 
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3.3 CHOICE OF THE WAVELET 
 

The choice of the mother wavelet plays an important role in the extraction of the 

required features. Several wavelets have been considered for the decomposition of the 

power disturbance signals. They are, family of Daubechie wavelets ( db4, db6, db8, 

db10), Symlets, Coiflets and Bi-orthogonal wavelets [14], [15], [17]. Usually the choice 

of the mother wavelet depends on the type of the disturbance signal to be analyzed. At 

low level decompositions, i.e. highest frequency decomposition the mother wavelet is 

most localized in time and oscillates very rapidly in a very  

 

 

Figure 3.9 Various forms of Daubechie mother wavelets generated using Matlab[45] 

 

short interval of time, and at higher levels of decomposition the wavelet becomes less 

localized in time and oscillate less due to the dilation nature of the DWT. As a result, fast 

and shorter disturbances will be detected at lower levels and slow and long durations 

variations will be detected at higher levels. It is observed that Daubechie4 wavelets are 

better suited for both short – fast transients as well as slow and steady state disturbances. 

Hence Daubechie4 is chosen as the mother wavelet in this thesis.  
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Figure 3.10 Frequency – Time Resolution in case of wavelet domain 
 
 
 

3.4  MULTI RESOLUTION ANALYSIS 
 
 Multi-resolution Analysis is used to decompose any signal and represent it a 

different other resolutions. The concept of wavelet multi-resolution analysis is that the 

power signal s(n), can be approximated step by step in such a way that s(n) is passed 

through a low pass filter l(n) and a high pass filter h(n) and with the output from the low-

pass filter  the process repeats for the given number of decomposition levels. The goal is 

to develop representations of a complicated signal s(n) in terms of several simpler ones 

and analyze them. This helps in achieving two important properties. The first is the 

localization property in time of the disturbance signal and the other one is the presence of 

specific frequencies at different resolution levels. Therefore s(n) will be approximated in 

different precision in different steps. The number of decompositions is chosen by trial 
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and error. If the number is too small the decomposed sub-serial can't show obvious 

regularities, and if the number is too big the result might get aggravated.  

Figure 3. 11 Functional representation of Multi-Resolution Analysis of a signal S(n) 

 

With the use of scaling and wavelet functions the signal is mapped into the 

wavelet domain and analyzed into an approximate and detail coefficients   and  

respectively, where  

 ∑ 2  (8) 
            

 ∑ 2                                              9  
 
The reconstruction process uses the approximation and detail coefficients,  

and (k) at resolution j to reconstruct the coefficient  at the next resolution level, 

j+1 

 ∑ 2  ∑ 2     (10) 
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Figure 3.18 MRA for a Swell waveform, D1,D3,A4,D2,D4 in that order 

 
 
Hence we can conclude that with an appropriate resolution level, we can be able to detect 

and localize the power quality disturbance present in the signal.  However, there are a 

few steady state disturbances like harmonics which are stationary and hence be better 

detected using the Fourier domain analysis. In Section 3.4 a classification algorithm 

which uses both Wavelet and Fourier domain for detection and localization of the 

disturbances is proposed.  

 As discussed above, the detail coefficients for a particular level represents the 

output of the high pass filter with cut off frequency equal to the sampling frequency / 

2  . Table 3.1 tabulates the various frequency ranges that are covered by the various 

levels of wavelet multi-resolution analysis. For a sampling frequency of 2 , the various 

cut-off frequencies are tabulated below.  
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Table 3.2 Frequency cut-off ranges for high pass coefficients at different MRA levels. 

FREQUENCY CUT OFF RANGES FOR HIGH PASS COEFFICIENTS AT 
DIFFERENT MRA levels 

Resolution level  Detail Coefficient 
range  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resolution level Detail coefficient 
range 

 
Level 1 

8192 Hz 
 

Level 5 
 

512 Hz 
 

Level 2 
 

4096 Hz 
 

Level 6 
 

256 Hz  
 

Level 3 
 

2048 Hz  
 

Level 7 
 
 

128 Hz  
 

Level 4 1024 Hz   Level 8 64 Hz  
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3.5  DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 
  
 In this proposed algorithm we will explore the various level multi-resolution 

analysis features to find the detail coefficient’s threshold value. Generally as a single 

frequency window may not be able to cover all the spectral content of the disturbance 

signal, a 4 level MRA coefficients is considered. However, as already discussed wavelet 

domain is most efficient for non-stationary signals, if we have a steady state disturbance 

Fourier domain resolution is much efficient compared with wavelet domain. Hence 

initially the fundamental frequency and the phase angle shift for each window are also 

computed. 

  In Fourier domain, the FFT provides information about the frequency content of a 

signal by resolving into n bins, where the number of bins determines the accuracy, or 

resolution. Using FFT, compute the Fundamental frequency and the phase angle shift of 

that particular window and then a search algorithm will find the coefficient which are not 

in the acceptable range of magnitude and the phase angle shift. Then the disturbance can 

be localized by mathematically computing which window that particular coefficient 

belongs to.  

Equations (8), (9), (12) and (14) presents the mathematical formulas for 

computing the 4 level detail coefficients for wavelet multi-resolution analysis and the 

fundamental frequency and the phase angle shift in Fourier domain. The flow chart in Fig 

3.18 shows the detection algorithm. Chapter 6 tabulates the efficiency of the algorithm.  
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Figure 3.19  Detection and localization algorithm, flow chart 
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CHAPTER FOUR : PROPOSED POWER QUALITY CLASSIFICATION 

ALGORITHM 

 
The detection and localization of the disturbance signal is explained in chapter 3. 

The main objective of this thesis is the automated classification of the power quality 

disturbances in such a way that measures for eventual improvement in the quality of the 

power can be incorporated. This chapter proposes a new set of  feature vectors which can 

be used as an input to a proposed classifier. After examining the various combinations, a 

Feed forward neural network is used as a classifier in this chapter.   

 

4.1  PARSVEL’S THEOREM 
 

Parsvel’s theorem states that if the used scaling function and the wavelets form an 

orthonormal basis, then the energy of the distorted signal is related to the energy of each 

expansion components and their wavelet coefficients. This implies that the energy of the 

signal can be partitioned in terms of its expansion coefficients and still be wholly 

represented as its unique original form.  (11) represents the mathematical representation 

of Parsvel’s theorem where  is the signal under consideration and  is the  

level approximation coefficient where ‘m’ is the maximum resolution level considered, 

and  is the detail level coefficient for all values of j in the range  [0, m] 

| |     | | . | |                       11    

                   
 [23] proposed a method of using multi-resolution analysis curves for the 

classification of power quality disturbances. Energy of the distorted signal will be 

partitioned at different resolution levels based on the power quality problem being 
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considered. Assuming a zero mean, the standard deviation can be considered as a 

measure of the energy of the considered signal. So in this thesis along with the other 

features STD-MRA curves explained in the next paragraph are used. Hence this thesis 

exploits the concept that the energy of the entire signal can be instead represented as the 

sum of the energies of all the resolution coefficients. 

 

4.2 STANDARD DEVIATION-MULTI RESOLUTION ANALYSIS CURVES 
 
 The energy of the power quality disturbance at various levels varies depending on 

the type of the disturbance. For a normal sinusoidal waveform, the standard deviation 

value is equal to the energy of the signal(as the mean is zero). Hence, the standard 

deviation value of the various levels of multi-resolution analysis can give us an 

comparative indication of any disturbance present within power signal as shown in 

equation (12).  

    
∑  

                                                     (12) 

 Where  is the total number of samples present in  and  is the 

average value of the signal. As seen in the figures 4.1 to 4. 4, the curves change with 

respect to the variation in the magnitude and duration of the disturbance. The parts to the 

left and the right of the peak will change according to the changes in the frequency 

content of the disturbance signal. The left most part is the resolution level with the 

highest frequency and the right most part is the resolution level with the lowest 

frequency.  So observing from figures 4.1 to 4.4, it is clear that STD-MRA curve values 
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can be a distinct parameter that can be used in the feature vector matrix, as an input to the 

neural network. 

  In figures 4.1 to 4.4 the comparison of the standard deviation values of all 

the  12 levels of resolution levels with the same values for pure sine waves is shown. It 

can be observed that when there is a disturbance of high frequency the energy level at the 

corresponding resolution level has a spike. In case of steady state disturbances like Sag, 

Swell and Outage the energy corresponding to the resolution level at supply frequency 

has a dip and hike respectively. These figures show that standard deviation value curves 

obtained through multi-resolution analysis proves to be an efficient way of feature 

extraction. Along with these values other frequency domain feature extraction parameters 

proposed by [4] are also used in this thesis. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Multi-Resolution Energy Distribution Curves for a Harmonic Disturbance & 

a Impulse 
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Figure 4.2 Multi-Resolution Energy Distribution Curves for a Flicker and a Notch 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Multi-Resolution Energy Distribution Curves for a  Sag & a Swell 
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Figure 4.4 Multi-Resolution Energy Distribution Curves for an Outage and a Transient 

 

4.3  FEATURE VECTOR EXTRACTION ALGORITHM 
 
 From [4] and [35] and based on various test simulations run on Matlab the best 

feature extraction parameters are proposed. They are  

• 12 values of Standard deviation for the 12 level MRA detail coefficients. 

• Fundamental component. 

• Phase angle shift. 

• Total harmonic distortion. 

• Oscillation number of the missing voltage. 

• Lower harmonic distortion. 

• Variation of the RMS voltage. 

 
All the frequency domain feature extraction parameters, Fundamental component, Phase 

angle shift, Total harmonic distortion, Oscillation number of the missing voltage, Lower 
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harmonic distortion, Oscillation number of the RMS variation are initially proposed by 

[4]. The efficiency of using these parameters for the power quality disturbances 

considered in this thesis are well documented in [4].  

The fundamental component of any frequency component can be defined as the 

magnitude of the DC component in the Fourier domain. Hence it can be obtained as  

 
   1.414 1 /                                                                                       (13) 

                  
 
Where 1  is the DC component or the first value in the discrete Fourier transform 

series. The windowed DFT   of a signal v(t) for a window ‘n’ of ‘L’ samples can be 

computed as  

 ∑ 1                                                                         (14) 
 
 
Phase angle shift can be computed as  
 

1  1  (15) 
                    
 
In frequency domain total harmonic distortion can be computed as  
 

 
∑

                  16  
                   
Lower harmonic distortion can be computed as  
 

 
∑

             (17) 
                    
Oscillation number of the missing voltage is computed as  
 

   (18) 
                    
 
where root( . ) is the function which returns the number of zero crossings of the function. 
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Variation of the RMS voltage is computed as  

 
  (19) 

                  
 
Where and  are computed from equations as proposed in [4] as  
  

1 cos 1 2                        (20) 
                  

 ∑ 1                       (21) 

          
 
Where  is the voltage signal for i = [0, N] where N is the length of the signal and 

1  is the same as that used in (12). 

 
 In the feature vector algorithm, for each of these parameters, the parameters of the 

window just before the occurrence of the disturbance is also considered. This way a 

distinct set of features can be obtained. The feature vector hence consists of  the twelve 

level detail coefficients and the six fourier domain parameters taken from [4] and the 

another set of six fourier domain parameters which belong to the window just before the 

occurrence of the disturbance. Hence for each power quality signal considered the 

extracted matrix looks like as in (21), where 

, , , , , , , , , , ,  are the values computed as shown in 

section 4.1 and  ,  , , , , ,  ,  , ,  are 

the computed from equations (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18)  respectively.  
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 Input =  

 

 

 

 
 

                                                

                (22) 
 
Where j is any given signal and ‘n’  is the detected window. 
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Figure 4.5 Feature Vector matrix for ‘m’ signals - Typical Input matrix to the classifier 
 
 
 
Fig 4.5 represents the entire feature vector matrix for ‘m’ signals. Each disturbance signal 

has 23 features extracted and hence the input matrix when training ‘m’ signals 

simultaneously would be 23 X ‘m’. 
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The computation process involves the scaling of the inputs p1, p2, p3…pn through 

the individual channels and weighed by weights w1,1, w1,2 … wm,n . The resultant signals 

are passed to all the neurons in the network where they are summed together. We can 

observe that there are bias values b1, b2…bi. These values enable the converge of the 

network during the computation of the error. These signal values are now sent to a 

transfer function which is also called the activation function and hence the output of the 

activation function is the output of the neural network. 

 From the description it could be inferred that if there are ‘n’ neurons in the 

network there would be ‘n’ output functions. However the number of inputs is always 

independent of the number of neurons. 

  

 

Figure 4.7  A 4 layer neural network with 2 hidden layers, n inputs and z outputs 
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In case of a neural network which contains multiple layers, the outputs from the 

first layer is connected to the inputs of the second network and to generalize the outputs 

of the (n-1)th layer are connected to the inputs of the nth network. The figure below shows 

a fully interconnected feed forward neural network which consists of three layers and an 

arbitrary number of layers. A standard convention of representing a neural network of 

this type is m-r-z, which refers to the number of neurons in each network. 

4.5 TRAINING THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK   
 

The most important thing to make the neural network work is to train it. So a 

neural network can be used to classify the disturbance patterns only when it had been 

trained with sufficient number of pre-classified data. This training changes the biases and 

the weights of the neural network, so that the output meets the required classification 

values.  

Training a neural network can be accomplished in two different ways, either using 

a supervised learning or an unsupervised learning. Supervised training requires the 

correct output for a given set of input values. The given set of output values are compared 

with the resultant output from the neuron and some sort of algorithm is used to change 

the values of the biases and the weights so that they match the target output values. 

Unsupervised training on the other hand, requires the network to learn the process on its 

own. It doesn’t involve the training based on a target set of outputs. This sort of ANN are 

mostly using for data clustering applications, where the data is to be grouped as clusters 

based on given set of parameters. The first paper implemented in the thesis uses the feed 

forward neural network with error-back propagation training algorithm. This is a 
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supervised mode of training algorithm. A brief treatment about this algorithm follows in 

the next paragraph. 

Back Propagation  is the most widely used ANN training algorithm for the reason 

that it is very powerful and at the same time one of the most simplest training algorithm. 

Back propagation algorithm examines the output of the network and compares it to the 

target output provided, calculates the error and then the error is once again back – 

propagated to the network so that the weights and biases are adjusted in a way that the 

network during the next epoch produces an output which is much closer to the target 

value. This process is repeated until the desired target is reached (or the desired error or 

epoch parameters are reached). The back propagation algorithm only deals with 

propagating the error back to the network. The way the information is processed through 

the network depends on the learning function used. Hence there are quite a large number 

of back propagation algorithms proposed, which basically defer only in the way the 

learning function is implemented.  

A critical aspect of classification using neural networks is choosing an appropriate 

network size for the given application.  The network size involves both the number of 

layers in the network and the number of nodes per layer. Network size greatly effects the 

ability of the network to produce accurate classification results on signals outside its 

training set. Hence this thesis implemented various FFNN architectures and came up with 

the below two architectures which have the optimized error rates and training time for the 

power quality disturbance signals in the problem 

The feed forward neural network with back propagation (FFN-BP) employs a 

supervised training mode, such that for a input vector, X and a desired output response S, 
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must also be presented to the network. The difference in the error between the simulated 

output Y and the desired output response S is back propagated during the training., and 

hence based on the number of epochs( and other network parameters like the 

performance goal etc) the weights are adjusted to achieve the performance goal. Chapter 

6, documents the various kinds of FFN-BP structures considered in the classification of 

these power quality disturbances. The most optimal neural network architecture is 

obtained from the results and is used for the classification task at hand. 
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CHAPTER FIVE : CURRENT  RESEARCH - CLASSIFICATION USING A NEW 

FEATURE VECTOR ALGORITHM AND ART NEURAL NETWORKS 

 
 The use of STD MRA curves in chapter 4, is a good way to extract the features 

from power signal disturbances. However computing the energy of the multi-resolution 

analysis provides a uniformly distributed energy vector, i.e. the amount of data extracted 

is the same irrespective of the frequency resolution. In case of power signals, some 

frequencies which have the disturbance signals are more important and hence more 

values should be extracted from it than from frequencies which have no disturbances 

associated with it. There is an un-proved and un-objected assumption that all the 

frequency levels comprise of equal weights. So this thesis work proposed using a new 

method of Multi-resolution analysis for power quality signals which was initially 

proposed by Pittner and Kamathi [41] for Flank wear estimation and lung signal sound 

classification. This method focus on extracting more information from  frequency ranges 

of more importance and  less information from frequency ranges of significantly less 

importance. Thus most of the intrinsic information of the power signal disturbance is 

retained and hence it is assumed that with a good classification tool the error 

classification efficiency can be improved. The next few sub-sections explains the method 

and its relevance to feature extraction in the power quality disturbance scenario. Then the 

use of ART neural networks [42] – [45] as a classification tool is explored. Adaptive 

resonance Theory is a well established neural network framework, developed by 

Carpenter, Grossberg  and their collaborators at Boston University [42].  There is an 

extensive variety of ART architectures. The next sections consists of explanation 

regarding the proposed feature extraction and the classification tool.  
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5.1  FEATURE VECTOR EXTRACTION METHOD 
  

 In this method, the 12 scale multi-resolution matrix of the computed wavelet 

coefficients is divided into disjoint clusters equal to row vectors and then calculated the  
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Figure 5.1 Transforming the time domain signal into 12 scale MRA with zero padding 
 
standard deviation value(energy of that cluster)  for each of the clusters. Thus, in this way 

the coefficients at more important scales produce a larger number of clusters and thus can 

be able to contribute significantly to the feature vector. The algorithm used to cluster the 
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multi-resolution wavelet coefficient matrix is presented below in 6 steps. Table 5.1 

presents a possible result of grouping the clusters using the clustering algorithm.  

 
Step 1 

 Compute the multi-resolution coefficients for up to 12 levels. The wavelet used is a 

Daubechie4 and the obtained coefficient values are arranged as in figure 5.1. Let us call 

this matrix A, where A is a 2 dimensional matrix with 13 rows and columns equals the 

size of the largest coefficients for any given scale.  

Step 2:  

Generate matrices   for k = [1,9] which implies that a 2 dimensional matrix is to be 

generated for all the types of signal waveforms. 

Step 3: 

For the matrix  generated in Step 2, compute 
 

 ∑   (23) 
                   
Step 4:  

Create a Identity Matrix H for  computed in Step 3. 

Step 5:  

After computing the Identity matrix H, now compute 
 

 .   (24) 
                    
Step 6 

Compute a binary matrix   from , with a threshold value ‘thrhld’ using (22) where   

is an arbitrary value adjusted to achieve the desired clustering. 

 2 ln ln  (25) 
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Table 5.1 A Possible result of grouping the clusters using the clustering algorithm 
 
Resolution 
Level 

Wavelet Coefficient Cluster 

 { , , , , , , ………………………………………………, , } 

 { , , , , , , ………………………………………………, , } 

 { , , , , , , …………… , }, { , , , , , , 
…………… , } 

 { , , , , , , …………… , },   { , , , , , , 
…………… , },  { , , , , , , …………… , },{ , , 

, , , , …………… , } 

 { , , , , , , …………… , },{ , , , , , , 
…………… , },{ ,  , , , , …………… , },{ , , , , 

, , …………… , },{ , , ,  , , …………… , } 

 { , , , , , , …………… , },{ , , , , ,  
…………… , },{ ,  , , , , …………… , } 

 { , , , , , , …………… , },{ , , , , , , 
…………… , }, 

 { , , , , , , …………… , },{ , , , , , , , } 

 { , , , , , , ……………………, , } 

 { , , , , , } 

 { , , , } 

 { , } 

 
 
 There are around 3010 samples present in a signal waveform that is considered 

for clustering and hence the first decomposition contains half the number of samples, i.e. 

1505. This pattern continues with all the 12 levels of decomposition and based on the 

threshold values used a possible clustering matrix could look as shown in table 5.1. 
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After the clusters are obtained the feature extraction mechanism is the same as proposed 

in chapter 4. However, as the frequency domain components are not considered, the 

feature vector will the standard deviation values for each of these clusters. Hence the 

number of inputs to the classifier will be equal to the number of clusters which in turn 

depend on the threshold values used.  

5.2  ADAPTIVE RESONANCE THEORY NEURAL NETWORKS 
 

Adaptive Resonance Theory was introduced by Grossberg [42] in 1976. It 

evolved into various flavors, ART-1, ARTMAP, Fuzzy-ART, Fuzzy-ARTMAP [43]. 

Fuzzy-ART neural network is capable of implementing both analog and digital data and 

has a much faster implementation compared with other architectures. Historically for 

neural networks , the algorithms for the binary value input – networks are developed first 

and they are later extended to the case of analog input patterns. In case of ART neural 

networks, ART-1 is the first evolved network . ART-1 is an unsupervised learning 

network which outputs the clustering data sets for binary-valued inputs. ARTMAP 

evolved from ART-1, it is a supervised learning network for classifying binary-valued 

input patterns. Fuzzy-ART is a hybrid version of ART-1  which implements unsupervised 

learning architecture but however, can input analog valued data sets. Fuzzy-ARTMAP as 

the name indicates is a hybrid of ARTMAP and Fuzzy-ART. It has a supervised learning 

classification architecture and can input analog valued data sets too.  

In architectures like back propagation networks or perceptrons, an input training 

set is presented sequentially until the network finishes learning the entire training dataset. 

So when a new pattern is presented to the network, the network has to once again retrain 

with all the new training patterns. In the process of making the network learn the new 
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training patterns, if the network forgets the old training pattern, it can’t any more classify 

the old data sets. The ability of a network to learn a new training set pattern is called 

plasticity, and its ability to retain the previous learning along with the new learning is 

called stability. The quest for the presence of both stability and plasticity in neural 

networks led to the development of ART networks[42].  

ART-1 is the most computationally simple prototype among the ART networks 

and hence this thesis investigates the possibility of using ART-1 for the sake of 

classification of power quality disturbances. [46] proposed the use of ART-1 and Fuzzy-

ART algorithms for  the classification of power system faults. Hence the feasibility of 

using Adaptive Resonance Theory neural networks for the classification of power quality 

disturbances is worth investigating and this thesis is currently focusing on implementing 

a classification algorithm using ART-1 and Fuzzy-ART architectures. However, such 

implementation is still under current research and hence this chapter deals with only the 

insights in using ART neural networks for this classification problem. The use of feature 

vector extraction method proposed in 5.2 matches well with the resonance property of the 

ART networks.  

Fuzzy-ART neural network is an architecture evolved from ART-1. The main 

differences between the ART-1 and Fuzzy-ART architectures are that, the input vectors 

are analog valued in case of a Fuzzy ART. The second difference being, there would only 

be one set of analog weight vector  in case of Fuzzy ART where as ART-1 consists of 

two sets of binary weights. The other difference is that fuzzy operators are used instead of 

the crisp relational  operators ( like greater-than, less-than) that are used in ART-1. 

ARTMAP and Fuzzy-ARTMAP are the other hybrid varieties of ART where ARTMAP 
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is a supervised form of learning for binary input datasets and Fuzzy-ARTMAP is a 

structure identical to ARTMAP expect that the ART1 module has been substituted by 

Fuzzy-ART structures. 

5.2.1 ART-1 ALGORITHM 
 
 The ART-1 architecture is a massively parallel neural network structure which 

self organizes recognition codes in response to a sequence of binary valued input patterns 

[42]. This network is fed with a data set of binary valued input patterns and the data set 

gets clustered into a set of most feasible categories in an unsupervised manner.  Fig 5.3 

shows the architecture of an ART1 neural network as proposed in [43]. F1 and F2 are the 

two layers of neurons. The F1 layer is provided with ‘n’ number of inputs, which also 

contain ‘n’ nodes. The F2 layer consists of ‘m’ nodes. All the neuron in F1 layer are 

connected to all the neurons in the F2 layer through the weights ‘ _ ’ and all the 

neurons in F2 are again have a new connection to F1 through ‘ _ ’. Index ‘i’ 

indicates that connection goes from the i-th  neuron in F1 layer to index ‘j’ which indicate 

that till the j-th neuron in F2.          

  The clustering unit with the largest sum input becomes the eligible 

candidate to learn the input vector. The algorithm shown in figure 5.4 proposed in [43]  

explains the process of adjusting the weights till they resonate and hence get the ability to 

cluster the input data sets. The activations of all the F2 vector are initially set to zero. The 

decision whether this particular cluster unit is allowed to learn the input vector depends 
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Figure 5.3 Architecture of a ART-1 neural network with two layers, F1 and F2 

  

on the similarity of its top-down weight vector to its input vector. This decision is made 

by the reset unit depending on the value it receives from the input and the comparator. If 

the particular cluster is not allowed to learn, it is temporarily isolated and a new cluster 

unit is selected as the candidate.     

 The clustering depends on the vigilance parameter ρ . The criteria for an adequate 

match between an input pattern and the obtained cluster is determined by this vigilance 

parameter. This always ranges between 0 and 1. A higher vigilance parameter imposes a 

strict matching criteria, and this in turn partitions the input set into finer and more number 

of clusters. The reverse is true in case of a low vigilance parameter.  The ART-1 

algorithm tested in this thesis work didn’t yet give efficient classification clusters. 

Repeated testing of various vigilance parameter values might ‘ρ  bring a better clustering 
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output but the exact reasons for not being able to achieve the desired efficiency are still 

under investigation.    

 Figure 5.4 Adaptive Resonance Theory1 functional algorithm [43] 
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CHAPTER SIX :  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
 This chapter describes the experimental / simulation studies carried out on the 

proposed algorithms. The creation of the feature vector matrix which is the input to the 

neural networks is demonstrated and the various kinds of neural networks used and the 

classification results achieved are tabulated in this chapter.  

6.1  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
 The various kinds of disturbances that are discussed in 3.1 are generated using 

Matlab. This simulation assumes the knowledge about the detection and localization of 

the disturbance . Hence a 10 cycle window where the disturbance starts at cycle 3 and 

ends after the 6th cycle are considered. The supply frequency is assumed to be 60Hz and 

the supply test voltage is assumed as 1 Volt. The signals have a sampling frequency of 

10KHz. The hardware used is a Intel Processor 1.7 GHz and a 1 GB RAM. Matlab 7.1 is 

used for all the simulation studies. 

 A set of 1000 iterations ( which is 9000 different waveforms) and other set of 

10,000 iterations ( 90,000) are generated. The various combinations of neural network 

activation, training functions and node size are used and the optimal combination is 

discovered.    

Various toolbox functions such as different types of feed forward neural 

networks, training functions, activation functions, learning functions, initialization and 

performance functions available in the Matlab toolbox are tested and the most efficient 

combination is presented. It is also observed that for the given size of the feature vector, a 

4 layer network is the best optimal solution for this classification problem. The Table 6.1 
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Step 1 

The data set containing the feature vector is saved as a matfile and loaded  into the 

workspace during the training phase. This file contains both the Input vector and the 

Target vector. 

Step 2 

Find the maximum and minimum values for the input vector after removing the 

redundancies and normalize ( if required) to suit the selected the feed forward neural 

network 

Step 3 

Select  the set of parameters that are initialized to the network to train it. The parameters 

that are initialized are maximum number of epochs, performance goal with MSE, 

maximum and  minimum gradient. 

Step 4 

Train the network for the given transfer function  and training function and the given set 

of activation functions and number of neurons. The number of nodes in each layer is 

initially varied and an optimum combination is figured out based on the training times 

and performance errors. 

Step 5 

Change the training function keeping same transfer function and the number of nodes in 

each layer. 

Step 6 

Find the most efficient network based on the training time and the least possible mean 

square error.  
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6.2 RESULTS  

Thus from these steps the various simulations tabulated in Table 6.1 are obtained 

and the FFNN architecture that is best optimized for this problem is selected by defining 

the number of nodes in the layer, the training and the activation functions.  

 

Table 6.1 Various combinations of neural network architectures and  their performance 

data 

Transfer Function combination 
used 
 

Training 
Function used 
 

Performance Goal 
( Mean Square 
Error) 
 

Number of 
Epochs used 

Feed Forward network with 
 
(10,20,9) Tansig, 
Tansig,Tansig 
 

 
Trainbfg 
 
 

 
0.0001 
 
 

 
2234 

(10,10,20,9) Tansig, Tansig, 
Tansig,Tansig 

Traingbfg 0.0001 1045 
 

(10,9) Tansig, Tansig  
 

Trainbfg 
 

0.0001 4352 

(10,20,9)Tansig, Tansig, 
Purelin. 

Trainlm Performance goal 
(0.0001) not met 

10,000 

(10,20,9)Tansig,Logsig,Purelin Traindx Performance goal 
(0.0001) not met 

10,000 

(10,20,9) Tansig, Tansig,Tansig Trainrp 0.0001 6,345 

(10,20,9)Tansig, Tansig, Tansig Traincgp Performance 
goal(0.0001) not 
met 

10,000 
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 Then a different set of power signal data is loaded and the neural network is 

simulated for the new input data. The results of various such input sets and the 

corresponding classification / misclassification is tabulated in tables 6.2 to 6.4. 

 The first row in the table belongs to a 4 layer neural network with 10 and 20 

nodes in the first and the second hidden layers respectively. The output layer contains 9 

nodes. The training function used is ‘Trainbfg’ and the activation functions are ‘Tansig’, 

‘Tansig’ and ‘Tansig’ for the two hidden layers and the output layer respectively. For a 

targeted mean square error (Performance goal of 0.0001) the network took 2234 epochs 

to achieve it.  

 The second row in the table belongs to a 5 layer neural network with 10, 10 and 

20 nodes in the first, second and the third hidden layers respectively. The output layer 

contains 9 nodes. The training function used is ‘Trainbfg’ and the activation functions are 

‘Tansig’, ‘Tansig’, ‘Tansig’ and ‘Tansig’ for the three hidden layers and the output layer 

respectively. For a targeted mean square error (Performance goal of 0.0001) the network 

took 1045 epochs to achieve it. However, as already discussed there is a huge memory 

trade-off for using a five layer network. 

 The third row in the table belongs to a 3 layer neural network with 10 and 9 nodes 

in hidden and the output layers. The training function used is ‘Trainbfg’ and the 

activation functions are ‘Tansig’ and ‘Tansig’. For a targeted mean square error 

(Performance goal of 0.0001) the network took 4352 epochs to achieve it.  

 The fourth  row in the table belongs to a 4 layer neural network with 10 and 20 

nodes in the first and the second hidden layers respectively. The output layer contains 9 

nodes. The training function used is ‘Trainblm’ and the activation functions are ‘Tansig’, 
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‘Tansig’ and ‘Purelin’ for the two hidden layers and the output layer respectively. For a 

targeted mean square error (Performance goal of 0.0001) the network couldn’t achieve it 

even after 10,000 epochs.  

 The fifth  row in the table belongs to a 4 layer neural network with 10 and 20 

nodes in the first and the second hidden layers respectively. The output layer contains 9 

nodes. The training function used is ‘Traindx and the activation functions are ‘Tansig’, 

‘Logsig’ and ‘Purelin’ for the two hidden layers and the output layer respectively. For a 

targeted mean square error (Performance goal of 0.0001) the network  took 6,345 epochs.  

 The sixth  row in the table belongs to a 4 layer neural network with 10 and 20 

nodes in the first and the second hidden layers respectively. The output layer contains 9 

nodes. The training function used is ‘Traincgp’ and the activation functions are ‘Tansig’, 

‘Tansig’ and ‘Purelin’ for the two hidden layers and the output layer respectively. For a 

targeted mean square error (Performance goal of 0.0001) the network couldn’t achieve it 

even after 10,000 epochs.  

 Tables 6.2 to 6.4 presents the error classification rate for all the nine different 

signal sets considered and with a 4 layer feed-forward neural network structure finalized 

in the previous sections. Table 6.2 belongs to a 3 layer neural network and consists of a 

90,000 dataset. The error classification rates  are tabulated against their misclassification 

category.  Table 6.3 belongs to a 4 layer network with the same topology and consists of 

9,000 dataset. Its error classification rates  are tabulated against their misclassification 

category. Similarly, table 6.4 represents the same 4-layer network topology against a 

90,000 dataset.  Its error classification rates  are tabulated against their misclassification 

category.  
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Table 6.2  Error Classification during simulation  for a 3 layer network and 90,000 
dataset 
Disturbance Type Normal Harmonic Impulse Flicker Notch Sag Swell Outage Transient Error % 

Normal — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Harmonic 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0         0 0 

Impulse 0 95 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.95% 

Flicker 0 51 0 — 142 0 0 0 0 1.93 %

Notch 0 12 0 3 — 0 0 0 0 0.15% 

Sag 0 12 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0.12% 

Swell 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0% 

Outage 0 0 54 0 0 0 0 — 0 0.54% 

Transient 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0% 

 
 
Table 6.3  Error Classification during simulation  for a 4  layer network and 9,000 
dataset 
Disturbance Type Normal Harmonic Impulse Flicker Notch Sag Swell Outage Transient Error 

% 

Normal — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Harmonic 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Impulse 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Flicker 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Notch 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 

Sag 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 

Swell 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 

Outage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 

Transient 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 
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Table 6.4  Error Classification during simulation  for a 4  layer network and 90,000 
dataset 
 
Disturbance Type Normal Harmonic Impulse Flicker Notch Sag Swell Outage Transient Error % 

Normal — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Harmonic 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Impulse 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Flicker 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Notch 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 

Sag 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 

Swell 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 

Outage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 

Transient 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 — 0.0001 

 

6.3  CONCLUSION 
 
 This thesis proposed two kinds of classification algorithms for the disturbance 

types considered and could successfully use one of those algorithms to achieve a very 

high error classification rate. The use of wavelet multi-resolution analysis standard 

deviation curves along with fourier domain parameters with the help of a 4 layer feed 

forward neural network proved to achieve almost a zero error rate for the considered 

datasets. Also, the insights provided in this thesis on using clustering based wavelet MRA 

energy parameters along with Adaptive Resonance theory classification algorithms is 

worth further investigation.  
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